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The fascinating, traditional Italian style, lime based polished plaster, burnished to a soft, elegant and sophisticated finish, which will deliver a typical encaustic

effect with a beautiful antique and slightly grained appearance.

 It is also possible to add 1 lt of the special METALTOP KS paste to every 4 lt of product for the finish coat, to create a stucco with a splendid gold effect.

INTENDED USE
Any well treated, smooth interior wall surface, either Gypsum plaster based or rendered masonry.

SURFACE TREATMENT
The substrate must be smooth and

uniform. In the preparation of either new or old painted

walls, clean the surface and apply a coat of ADIFIX primer

thinned as specified and when dry, apply a coat of FONDO UNIVERSALE thinned 20-30% water. Allow to dry for about 5-6 hours.

COLOR
The colors are obtained by adding the specified quantity of the new series TINTERS (DT25 to DT99 and series DTX) to the White base as indicated on the catalogue. Mix the

product with a flywheel drill at low speed before and after adding the Tinter. We recommend preparing the colored product at least 12 hours before use.

APPLICATION
Apply the first base coat of MARMORINO over the entire surface in a thin uniform layer using a stainless steel trowel with rounded edges and allow to dry. Proceed with the

finishing effect using the same trowel, apply in irregular patches roughly the size of the trowel itself and smooth off each patch as you go. Different size trowels will determine a

different final effect. Give a final overall finishing coat with a small quantity of product, applying always in crossed movements. Use good pressure on the trowel to burnish the

coating and enhance its typical shine. For additional protection and a higher polished effect, apply a top coat of EASYWAX with a synthetic sponge and, before completely dry,

buff with a soft cloth.

THINNING
Ready to use

AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
Spread rate: abt 1.2 to 2 m2/lt

DRYING TIME AT 25° C
Abt 2 hours touch dry; 4 to 6 hours between coats.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1500 ± 20 g/

VISCOSITY
(Brookfield 20°C): 40000 to 50000 mPa.s

V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
Cat. L BA - Direttive 2004/42/CE - Val Max.: 200 g/l - Val Eff.: 10 g/l

Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty.  Adicolor reserves the right to

modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.


